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Abstract: Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) is an 

infrastructure network in which nodes are connected to a 

centralized system to provide Internet access to mobile users by 

radio waves. But WLANs are vulnerable to Medium Access 

Control (MAC) layer Denial of Service (DoS) attacks due to the 

susceptibility of the management frames. An attacker can spoof 

the MAC address of the legitimate client and perform 

de-authentication attack to disconnect WLANs users from the 

access point. Many free tools are available in Kali Linux 

Operating System (OS) by which this attack can be performed and 

cause a security threat to WLAN users. The consequences of 

de-authentication DoS attack are frequent disconnection from 

Internet, traffic redirection, man-in-the-middle attack, and 

congestion. Despite enormous efforts in combating 

de-authentication DoS attack in the past decade, this attack is still 

a serious threat to the security of the cyber world. Medium Access 

Control Spoof Detection and Prevention (MAC SDP) DoS 

algorithm performs detection and prevention of de-authentication 

attack caused by spoofing MAC address. This algorithm is 

modified to make it more immune to the de-authentication attack 

and implemented in real-time scenario. The results show that the 

proposed technique increases the packet flow rate by 20.36%, 

reduces the packet loss by 95.71%, and reduces the down time and 

recovery time by 0.39 sec and 0.9 sec respectively as compared to 

MAC SDP DoS algorithm. 

Keywords: WLAN, DoS attack, De-authentication attack, MAC 

layer, and Access Point. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) use radio waves 

to connect mobile users to the Internet over the wireless 

medium [1]. It permits two or more devices to communicate 

and access the Internet through an Access Point (AP). A 

WLAN covers an area that can range from a small office to a 

large campus and permits users to connect laptops, 

computers, and mobile phones with Internet. It uses radio 

frequency to send out and receive data over the channel, 

where radio waves are transmitted ranging from extremely 

low frequency (3Hz to 3KHz) to extremely high frequency 

(30GHz to 300GHz).  

 

Table- I: Management Frames 

 
Type value Sub-Frame Sub-type Value 

00 Probe request 0100 

00 Probe response 0101 
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00 Authentication request 1011 

00 De-authentication request 1100 

00 Association request 0000 

00 Association response 0001 

00 Re-association request 0010 

00 Re-association response 0011 

00 Disassociation 1010 

00 Beacon 1000 

WLANs are based on the IEEE 802.11 standard which is a 

standard to specify WLAN communication in 2.4GHz and 

5GHz frequency bands [2]. The frame format of MAC layer 

of 802.11 standard consists of management frames to 

establish and maintain the connections between stations and 

APs. The stations use management frames to connect and 

disconnect to the wireless network and move associations 

from one AP to another AP [3]. The value of the type field for 

the management frame is 00 as shown in Table- I. The 

communication process between a client and an AP is shown 

in Fig. 1 and described as follows: 

Step 1: The client searches for network by sending a probe 

request frame and supported rates on multiple channels. 

Step 2: APs after receiving the probe request will send a 

probe response to the client. The client connects to the AP 

which has the strongest channel. 

Step 3: To prevent illegal clients from accessing the network, 

authentication is needed between client and AP. So client 

sends an authentication request to AP. 

Step 4: AP response to the client by sending authentication 

response with a status code. 

Step 5: After authentication, the client sends an association 

request frame to the AP to access a wireless network via an 

AP.  

Step 6: Then, the AP sends an association response to the 

client and saves the client information in its own database. 

Step 7: After this connection, communication will take place 

and the client is can send data to the AP and vice versa. 

 
Fig. 1. Communication Process between client and AP 
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This communication process can be thwarted by attackers 

after launching de-authentication attack which is a category 

of masquerading Denial of Service (DoS) attack. Thus, there 

is a requirement of defense mechanism to mitigate this attack. 

This paper contributes by proposing a framework for 

detection and prevention of de-authentication attack and 

performs implementation in real-time scenario. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses 

de-authentication attack. Section III describes related work 

on mitigation of de-authentication attack. Section IV 

discusses proposed framework to detect and prevent 

de-authentication attack. Section V provides experimental 

setup and implementation details. Section VI discusses 

results obtained after implementing proposed technique. 

Section VII concludes. 

II. DE-AUTHENTICATION ATTACK 

De-authentication messages are used if client and AP wants 

to de-authenticate from each other. But these messages are 

not authenticated itself by any cryptographic procedure. 

Thus, an attacker can send de-authentication messages on 

users’ behalf and launch de-authentication DoS attack. 

De-authentication attack is a MAC layer DoS attack in which 

an attacker spoofs the MAC address of legitimate user and 

send de-authentication packets to the AP. The AP will 

disconnect the legitimate user after getting request from 

spoofed MAC address. The attacker’s motivation behind this 

attack is to keep everyone off from connecting to a specific 

AP. The impact of de-authentication attack is denial of 

service where the clients cannot connect to the internal 

WLAN network and the productivity will be lost [4]. This 

attack can disconnect all legitimate users from the AP with 

just one command. The Aireplay-ng tool under Aircrack-ng 

package is available in kali Linux OS to perform this attack. 

 

Fig. 2. De-authentication attack 

Fig. 2 shows a scenario in which an attacker transmits 

de-authentication messages to an AP by spoofing MAC 

address of its legitimate clients. Since de-authentication is a 

notification, it can’t be rejected, therefore, when an AP 

receives this message, it will de-authenticate the legitimate 

client whose MAC address is specified in the 

de-authentication message. 

III. RELATED WORK 

The MAC layer DoS attacks consumes resources of the 

network. Therefore, an attacker sends illegitimate 

de-authentication packets to the AP after spoofing MAC 

address of the legitimate users. When an AP receives these 

packets, it will de-authenticate the legitimate clients whose 

MAC address is mentioned in the de-authentication packets. 

The AP can’t deny de-authentication notification. The 

existing countermeasures to detect the de-authentication DoS 

attack are discussed as follows: Bellardo & Savage [5], 

deferred the effects of de-authentication requests for 5-10 

seconds by putting each request in a queue. If data packets 

arrived after queuing of de-authentication request, then the 

de-authentication request was rejected because a legitimate 

user never send packets in this order. But this technique did 

not work when mobile stations roam between the APs 

because deferring of management frames creates association 

problems and handoff issues. The author also suggested 

another approach to prevent from de-authentication attack by 

authenticating all management frames, but it required 

firmware up gradation and additional cost on client and AP 

side. Wright [6], performed an experiment by detecting 

anomalies in sequence number which had a sequential pattern 

to identify illegitimate de-authentication frames. But if the 

client moves out of the range of IDS, then it is not possible to 

monitor the sequence number patterns. The layer 2 wireless 

IDS can’t monitor the clients who left the range of 

monitoring, so when the clients came back within the range 

of IDS, the sequence number appeared irregular due to a large 

gap in sequence values. Bicakci & Uzunay [7], proposed a 

scheme to use dynamically changing MAC address where 

each MAC address can be used for only one session. 

Moreover, the MAC address for next session can’t be 

calculated from previous sessions. The limitation of this 

approach is the lost frame problem in which if a node updated 

its MAC address and then sent the frame which got lost and 

did not contact AP. Thus, the AP will not be able to update its 

database and used the old MAC address. Nguyen et al. [8], 

used letter-envelop protocol (LEP) to authenticate 

management frames. The unprotected management frames 

carried the MAC address of source, so an attacker can easily 

perform de-authentication and disassociation attacks by 

spoofing MAC address. This algorithm prevented the attack 

at the association level, but the algorithm will not work if the 

attacker launched the attack at the authentication level. 

Cheema et al. [9], implemented de-authentication attack on 

the real wireless mesh test-bed and analyzed the impact of 

attack on victim’s throughput and bandwidth which reaches 

to zero during the attack. They proposed an algorithm to 

determine whether the attack was performed by the attacker 

or the legitimate client wanted to de-authenticate from the 

AP. But this method did not provide any preventive measures 

against the attack. Wang & Srinivasan [10], proposed a 

hybrid mechanism to prevent from de-authentication attack.  

In the first mechanism, if the de-auth frame was received by 

an authenticator before generation of Pre-shared Temporal 

Key (PTK), then they delayed the execution of these frames 

by queuing these requests for 5 seconds.  
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Also, these frames were protected by the sequence number 

to prevent replay attacks. In the second mechanism, the 

authenticator sent 128 bits cipher text HMACk (message) 

hashed by a secret key to the supplicant. This mechanism was 

used when an authenticator wanted to broadcast 

de-authentication frames in the WLAN. The key can be a 

nonce and generated every time for each broadcast to prevent 

it from forging.Arockiam & Vani [11], proposed MAC SDP 

DoS algorithm to detect and prevent MAC spoofing DoS 

attack by exchanging passkey values. The algorithm was 

simulated in NS2. But the key which were shared among 

clients and AP for authentication was sent in plain text. An 

attacker can easily spoof the key and launch the 

de-authentication attack. Agarwal et al. [12], proposed an 

Intrusion Detection System (IDS) with Intrusion Prevention 

System (IPS) to detect de-authentication attack. The IDS 

sniffed and transferred the packets to the analysis engine to 

filter malicious packets. After detecting de-authentication 

attack, the analysis engine informed IPS about the attack 

which in turn informed the AP to ignore the de-auth frames 

directed to the victim station. But the AP also dropped the 

legitimate de-authentication frame sent by the victim. 

Shahidan & Mohammed [13] analyzed the 

de-authentication attack in Wireshark tool and performed 

detection with a portable tool in Kali Linux OS. Aung & 

Thant [14] performed detection of de-authentication attack 

with active and passive finger prints and performed 

implementation in real-time scenario. But these techniques 

did not work on prevention of de-authentication attack. Arora 

[15] worked on prevention of de-authentication attack by 

checking the source of the de-authentication frames. They 

assigned a unique ID to these frames which was hashed with 

secure hash algorithm. But it required firmware up gradation 

and additional cost on client and AP side. 

IV. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE 

In the proposed work, MAC SDP DoS algorithm [11] has 

been modified to detect and prevent the de-authentication 

attack which is launched by spoofing the MAC address of the 

legitimate client. The flow chart of the proposed technique is 

presented in Fig. 3 where the changes to the existing 

algorithm are highlighted in red color. The modified 

algorithm has been implemented in real-time and is explained 

as follows: 

Step 1: Connect victim’s machine and attacker’s machine to 

the access point machine. 

Step 2: The AP will generate an 8-bit pass-key and encrypt it 

with Rivest–Shamir–Adleman (RSA) algorithm to send it to 

the victim. 

Step 3: The victim will decrypt the key by using RSA 

algorithm. The pass-key is stored by both the sender (AP) and 

the receiver (client). 

Step 4: When an attacker performs the de-authentication 

attack on the victim’s machine, the de-authentication packets 

occurrence are detected by AP machine by checking 

threshold value. The threshold value is selected as 5 because 

at this value, the AP starts de-authenticating the client. 

Step 5: After detection of de-authentication attack, AP will 

immediately stop sending Transmission Control Protocol 

(TCP) packets to the victim. The AP will request the victim to 

send pass-key. The victim will send encrypted key to the AP 

where the AP will decrypt and match the key with the 

available key.  

Step 6: After successful verification of the key, the AP will 

check whether it has stopped receiving the de-authentication 

packets. If the AP stops receiving de-authentication packets, 

then AP will ask victim to send sequence number of last TCP 

packet. AP will send packets from last received legitimate 

sequence number to the victim. By this way, a victim can be 

prevented from de-authentication attack launched by 

spoofing MAC address of the legitimate client. 
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Fig. 3. Proposed Framework 

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND IMPLEMENTATION 

DETAILS 

The experimental environment is setup by taking three 

system (Access Point, Victim, and attacker machine) 

connected through WLANs as shown in Fig. 4. These 

systems run on Kali Linux OS. The configuration of these 

systems are shown in Table- II. 

 
Fig. 4. Experimental Setup 

Table- II:  Configuration of Systems  
 Machines 

Access Point  Victim’s Attacker’s 

OS Kali Linux 2.0 

(sana) 

Kali Linux 1.0 Kali Linux 1.0 

Processor Intel®Core™i7

-4770 CPU @ 

3.40GHz x 8 

Intel®Core™i7

-3770 CPU @ 

3.40GHz x 8 

Intel®Core™i7-4

770 CPU @ 

3.40GHz x 8 

RAM 4 GB 4 GB 4 GB 

System 

type 

64-bit OS 32-bit OS 32-bit OS 

Table- III:  Configuration of Network Adapters 
Network 

Adapter 

Chipset Standards Frequency 

Range 

Data 

Rate 

Alfa 
AWUS036NH

A 

Atheros 
AR9271 

IEEE 
802.11 

b/g/n 

2.412- 
2.484 GHz 

up to 
150Mbps 

D-link 
DWA-121 

Realtek IEEE 
802.11 

b/g/n 

2.4- 2.4835 
GHz 

up to 
150Mbps 

 

The AP machine uses three network adapters– one Alfa 

network adapter and two D-link adapters. The purpose to use 

Alfa Network adapter is to create an AP on the system. The 

attacker and victim machine uses D-link adapters to access 

the network. The configurations of these adapters are shown 

in Table- III. 

De-authentication attack has been performed on victim’s 

machine from attacker’s machine using "aircrack-ng" 

package which contains airmon-ng, airodump-ng, and 

aireplay-ng tools [16] to de-authenticate victim from AP. The 

analysis of de-authentication frames has been done with 

Wireshark tool [17]. The Socket programming has been 

written in Python language to exchange the key between AP 

and victim. The Scapy tool [18] has been run on both AP and 

victim’s machine to send and stop the packets to victim’s 

machine. Detection of de-authentication packets has been 

programmed in "Python" language on AP machine with Kali 

Linux OS (See Appendix). 

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

We implemented the MAC SDP DoS algorithm and 

modified MAC SDP DoS algorithm (proposed) on AP in 

real-time scenario. We also performed a comparison between 

MAC SDP DoS algorithm and proposed technique by 

analyzing parameters, namely, number of TCP packets 

received by victim machine, packet flow rate, down time, 

recovery time, number of packets lost by AP, and number of 

packets resend by AP. We repeated each experiment 5 times 

and calculated the average values to display the results. The 

analysis of calculated parameters are discussed as follows: 

A.  Number of TCP packets received by victim’s 

machine 

http://www.ijitee.org/
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Fig. 5. Packets received by legitimate user under 

de-authentication attack 

Analysis: 

▪ In MAC SDP DoS algorithm, during de-authentication 

attack, all packets sent by AP are lost. That’s why, the 

number of TCP packets received by the legitimate users 

decrease, as de-authentication packets increase. 

▪ On the other side, 100% packets were received under 

proposed technique. This is because when AP detects 

de-authentication attack, then it stops transmitting 

packets immediately. After the attack, AP resends 

packets from last legitimate sequence number received 

by the victim. 

▪ Fig. 5 shows that number of TCP packets received by 

the victim under proposed technique is more than the 

MAC SDP DoS algorithm. This is because AP resends 

all packets which were dropped during the 

de-authentication attack. 

B. Packet flow rate 

 
Fig. 6. Packet flow rate 

Analysis: 

▪ In MAC SDP DoS algorithm, the AP sends TCP packets 

to the victim’s machine during the attack which will be 

lost and will not reach to the victim’s machine when 

number of packets are large. 

▪ In the proposed technique, AP immediately stops 

sending packets after detecting de-authentication attack. 

When the AP detects that it stops receiving 

de-authentication packets, then it will start sending TCP 

packets from the last legitimate packet sequence 

number received from the victim. 

▪ Fig. 6 shows that packet flow rate of victim’s machine 

under proposed technique is more than MAC SDP DoS 

Algorithm. 

C. Down Time and Recovery Time 

 
Fig. 7. Down Time 

 
Fig. 8. Recovery Time 

Analysis: 

▪ As the de-authentication packets increase, the victim’s 

machine network goes down for more period of time. 

This is because AP will de-authenticate the victim for 

the time it is receiving de-authentication packets. So the 

victim’s machine goes down for more period of time 

and takes more time to recover. 

▪ Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 shows that the down time and recovery 

time shows small improvement as compared to the 

MAC SDP DoS algorithm. 

D. Packet Loss 

http://www.ijitee.org/
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Fig. 9. Packets loss under de-authentication attack 

Analysis: 

▪ As shown in Fig. 9, Packet Loss are increasing as the 

de-authentication packets increase in MAC SDP DoS 

algorithm. This is because of the reason that AP is 

continuously sending packets to the victim even after 

detecting the attack. All the TCP packets under the 

attack were lost and not reached to the victim. 

▪ In the proposed technique, Packet Loss is very less and 

constant because AP stops sending packets immediately 

after detecting the de-authentication attack. Under 

de-authentication attack, all packets are lost and don’t 

reach to the victim, that’s why AP stop sending packets 

to the victim after detecting the attack. But before 

detecting the attack, some packets sent by AP are lost. 

So there will be very less packet loss under the 

de-authentication attack. After recovery from the attack, 

AP will again resend packets from the last received 

sequence number by the victim. 

E. Packet Resend 

 
Fig. 10. Packets resend by AP after de-authentication 

attack 

Analysis: 

▪ As shown in Fig. 10, 0% packets are resend by AP in 

MAC SDP DoS algorithm. This is because packets send 

by AP to the victim don’t stop before completion of 

attack. The detection algorithm will work but the 

prevention will not work in this case. Hence, during the 

attack, some packets are lost. After the attack, 

remaining packets will continuously reach to victim. 

The AP will not ask for legitimate sequence number 

from the victim and will not resend those packets which 

were lost during attack.  

▪ In the proposed technique, AP immediately stops 

transmitting packets after detecting the attack and starts 

retransmitting packets to the victim from last received 

sequence number. All the packets which were lost 

during attack are resend by the AP. So it has 100% 

packet resend rate. 

  The overall result of calculated parameters are shown in      

Table- IV. These parameters are calculated by analyzing 

packets in Wireshark tool, for example, in order to calculate 

packet loss, we type “tcp.analysis.retransmission”. In 

Table-IV, the number of packets received by legitimate user 

under proposed technique are 100%. The packet flow rate is 

increased by 20.36% in proposed technique as compared to 

MAC SDP DoS algorithm. The down time and recovery time 

is slightly reduced by 0.39 sec and 0.9 sec respectively in 

proposed technique as compared to MAC SDP DoS 

algorithm. The packet loss under MAC SDP DoS algorithm 

is 328 packets out of 2042 total number of packets, thus the 

percentage of packet loss becomes 16.08%. Similarly the 

packet loss under proposed technique is 14.08 packets out of 

2042 total packets. Hence, the percentage of packet loss in 

proposed technique becomes 0.69%. Therefore the packet 

loss is decreased by 95.71%  in proposed 

technique as compared to MAC SDP DoS algorithm. The 

packet resend rate is also 100% in proposed technique. 

 

Table- IV:  Overall Results 
 Parameters MAC SDP DoS 

algorithm 

Proposed technique 

Number of TCP packets 

received by legitimate user 

68.6% 100% 

Packet flow rate 12.2792  
packets per 

second 

14.779 packets per 
second 

Down time 33.31 sec 32.92 sec 

Recovery time 32.11 sec 31.21 sec 

Packet loss 16.08% 0.69% 

Packet resend by AP 0%  100% 

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

Due to unencrypted management frames and lack of 

authentication mechanism, WLANs are susceptible to 

de-authentication DoS attack which can completely 

disconnect users from the network. In this paper, 

de-authentication attack is performed on WLAN and the 

proposed technique is implemented to improve the existing 

results to detect and prevent the de-authentication attack. The 

results show that the packet flow rate is increased and packet 

loss is reduced in the proposed technique. The down time and 

recovery time in proposed technique is reduced slightly as 

compared to MAC SDP DoS algorithm. The results show that 

proposed technique gives better result in terms of calculated 

parameters as compared to MAC SDP DoS algorithm.  

In this research work, the de-authentication attack is 

performed on single legitimate user. In future, the 

de-authentication attack can be performed on multiple 

legitimate users. In future, this technique can be modified to 

reduce the delay. 
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APPENDIX The detection of de-authentication attack at AP is shown in 

Fig. A.1.

 
Fig. A.1. Detection of de-authentication attack at AP 
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